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Can undersea voltage measurements detect Tsunamis?
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The movement of electrically conducting ocean water in the ambient geomagnetic field
induces secondary electric and magnetic fields in the oceans. Ocean water transport is now
routinely inferred from undersea cable voltage data. We tryto answer the question whether the
method could also be useful to detect tsunami. A barotropic shallow water model along with a
3-D electromagnetic induction code was used to predict the electric fields induced by the Indian
Ocean Tsunami occurred on December 26, 2004. We show that theocean flow related to the
Indian Ocean Tsunami must have induced electric voltages ofthe order of± 500 mV across the
existing submarine cables in the Indian Ocean. The electricfields induced by the Tsunami flow
have strength within the range of±10 mV/km, with enhancements along the main flow region
and near the coasts and islands. Thus, making use of the in-service or retired submarine cables
to measure the electric potential across oceans, it may be possible to detect water movement
related to tsunami.
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1. Introduction

The largest earthquake of the past 40 years (seismic moment magnitude (Mw) was in the range

from 9.1 to 9.3) in the Indian Ocean on December 26, 2004 resulted in a devastating Tsunami, which
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killed more that 280,000 people in the south-east Asian region (Lay et al.(2005)). Though tide gauge

measurements can be used to measure the tsunami waves along the coast, the detection and monitoring

of tsunami generated waves in the open ocean is challenging.The reason is that the spatial scale

of tsunami waves is large (larger than 100 km), and the vertical surface displacement is very small

(smaller than few cm) in the open ocean (Artru et al. (2005)). The tsunami related ocean flow can be

described as barotropic, non-dispersive surface gravity wave. Though the particle motions in the water

associated with such waves have speed less than few centimetres per second, they affect the entire water

column. Motional induction is sensitive to the movement of the entire water column (Flosad́ottir et al.

(1997)) and offer an alternative way of monitoring ocean flow. Secondary electric and magnetic fields

are induced when electrically conductive ocean water movesacross the ambient geomagnetic field

(Sanford(1971)). The renewed interest in this technique is primarily due to advances in high precision

measurements of electric and magnetic fields and sophisticated numerical simulations available now.

Tyler (2005) has demonstrated that Tsunami related magnetic signals can achieve amplitudes of 4 nT

at the sea surface. He proposes that the magnetic signal could possibly be detected in advance and the

method may be useful in future tsunami monitoring systems. However, no reported attempt has been

made to study the electric fields in the oceans due to tsunami flow.

Larsen and Sanford(1985) proposed that the water transport across the FloridaStrait can be estimated

in a precise manner by measuring the cross-stream voltage using a submarine cable. Subsequently,

the water transport estimates are regularly carried out across Florida Strait using undersea voltage

measurements (Baringer and Larsen(2001)). Linear relationship between the submarine voltage data

and the water transport was also reported byKim et al. (2004); Nilsson et al.(2007). Flosad́ottir

et al. (1997) show that the relationship between voltage and cross-cable transport fluctuations can

be remarkably linear over long distances.Thomson et al.(1995) report voltage variations across

an undersea cable that have time associations with the tsunami produced by the Cape Mendocino

earthquake of 1992. They obtained enhanced voltage power spectra, for the interval following the
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main shock as compared to a 10-day average. Indian Ocean has anetwork of undersea cables for

telecommunication purposes (TeleGeography(2007)). Many of these cable systems are made of optical

fibres. However,Sigray et al.(2004),Medford et al.(1989) andFlosad́ottir et al. (1997) discuss various

methods to measure voltage across an undersea optical cablesystem. It would, thus be interesting to

predict the voltage variations across the network of cablesin Indian Ocean due to the motional induction

by tsunami.

In this paper we address two important questions regarding motional induction by tsunamis: 1)

What are the amplitude and spatial distribution of the induced electric fields in the oceans? 2) Can

undersea cable voltage measurements possibly detect the temporal variations of these electric fields?

To answer these questions, we use a barotropic tsunami modeland a state-of-the-art 3-D EM induction

code to simulate the electric and magnetic fields generated by the Indian Ocean Tsunami. We will first

describe the tsunami model, followed by the numerical simulations, and finally discuss the results of

the simulation.

2. NUMERICAL SIMUALTION

We use a barotropic model (Sindhu et al.(2007);Unnikrishnan et al.(1999)) based on the shallow

water equations to simulate the 26 December 2004 Tsunami propagation in the region. The model is

run on 5 arc minute spatial grid resolution using ETOPO5 (www.ngdc.noaa.gov) bathymetry. The time

step for the computation was chosen as 10 seconds to satisfy astability condition. We use the tsunami

source region and the vertical sea surface displacement estimated byHirata et al. (2006) as the initial

condition for the model. The model output (vertically integrated transport) is generated for every 1◦ x

1◦ cell and for every minute for a duration of 10 hours from the onset of the tsunami.

To predict the electric fields due to the tsunami wave motion,we adopt the numerical approach

described byKuvshinov et al.(2002) andKuvshinov and Olsen(2005). The scheme simulates the EM

fields, excited by an impressed currentjext , in a three-dimensional (3-D) spherical model of electric
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conductivity. Appendix details the numerical approach.

For our case, the 3-D model simplifies to a spherical shell of conductance S(θ, φ), underlain by

a radially symmetric (1-D) conductor. Then,jext reduces to the sheet current densityJext
τ , which is

calculated as,

Jext
τ = σw(U × erB

m
r ), (1)

whereσw is the mean conductivity of sea-water (3.2 S/m),U are the depth-integrated velocities

derived from the tsunami model,er is the outward unit vector and Bmr is the radial component of the

geomagnetic main field as derived from POMME model (Maus et al.(2006)).

A realistic model of the shell conductance S(θ, φ) on a grid 1◦ x 1◦ is obtained by considering the

contributions from sea-water and sediments (Manoj et al. (2006)). The 1-D conductivity model is

compiled from the four-layer model ofSchmucker(1985) for depth greater than 100 km (0.014 S/m

between 100 and 500 km, 0.062 S/m between 500 and 750 km, and 2.4 S/m at depths greater than 750

km) whereas for the upper 100 km, we assume 3·10−4 S/m.

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the input data sets used. The top panels show the range

of the Eastward (Uφ -a) and Southward (Uθ -b) components of the depth-integrated velocities. We

plot the differences between the maximum and minimum valuesof velocities at each grid point during

the entire period of simulation. The tsunami-flow is intensein the northern Indian Ocean. The radial

component of the geomagnetic main field, Bm
r (Figure 1(c)) has a narrow band of small amplitude

along the geomagnetic dip-equator (marked with dashed line). The conductance map for the region

(Figure 1(d)) is dominated by the effect of the ocean topography. Electrical conductance of ocean is

significantly higher than that of continental upper crust.

The tsunami-flow data at centers of the cell were converted tofrequency domain. The numerical

simulations were performed independently for each frequency. Finally an inverse Fourier transform of

the results gives the time series signals at each grid points.
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Fig. 1. The input parameters for the modeling. Top panels show the range of Eastward (Uφ - a) and Southward (Uθ - b) components of the vertically

integrated horizontal flow velocities (m2s−1). (c) The radial component of the geomagnetic main field|B|mr (nT). The dotted line indicates the

geomagnetic dip-equator (d) Shell conductance (S).
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3. RESULTS

We plot the maps of the maximum range of the horizontal electric field in the ocean induced by the

tsunami during the entire period of simulation in Figures 2(a) and (b). The electric fields have strength

within the range±10 mV/km, with strong signals along the main flow region and near the coasts and

islands. The enhancement of the electric field along the ocean-continent boundary is due to the large

lateral electrical conductivity contrast (cf.Kuvshinov et al.(2006)) at ocean-land boundaries. In the

open ocean, the strength of the electric field is within±2 mV/km. The spatial distribution of the electric

field is controlled by the flow velocities and the radial component of the geomagnetic main fieldBm
r

(see equation 1). A band of low signal strength along 10◦N latitude, in the NE Indian Ocean, is due

to the weak geomagnetic radial component along the dip-equator (Figure 1(c)). The Mascarene ridge

system, along the southern part of the 60◦E longitude (Figure 1(d)), dampens the tsunami-flow and

results in weak electric fields around Madagascar.

To calculate the voltage difference, we select the paths along three in-service cables in Indian Ocean,

viz. SAFE, SEA-ME-WE3 and TATA (Figure 2(a)). The locationsof the submarine cables are obtained

from TeleGeography(2007). We predict the voltage variations between the cablelanding locations

marked A to E, in three combinations. The first combination, A-B (Reunion Island to Penang, distance

5716 km) is the longest among all. The other landing pairs areC-D (Cochin, India -Singapore, distance

3180 Km) and E-D (Chennai, India - Singapore, distance 2902 Km). The voltage across the landings

was calculated by integrating the electric field between them for the entire simulation period of10 hours

with time step 1 minute.

The propagation of the electric field along the cable A-B as a function of time and distance is shown

with the X-T diagram (Figure 2(c)). The black line indicatesthe time of the first arrival of the tsunami

waves along the cable. Near the rupture zone, the arrival time is not accurately defined and is shown

with dashed lines. The larger fluctuations of the electric feld signal coincides with the arrival of the

leading tsunami waves.
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Figure 2(d) shows the simulated voltage time series across the three selected cable landing pairs.

The voltages across the undersea cables have amplitudes in the range±500 mV. The largest signals are

predicted across A-B, which is also the longest among the three. This cable mostly runs parallel to the

direction of the main wave motion. Both C-D and E-D lines run parallel to the geomagnetic dip-equator

and hence the amplitudes of voltage variation across them are lower than that of A-B. The time series

represent the continuous variation of the electric fields integrated between two end points of the cable.

The predominant period of the voltage variation is approximately 20 minutes. The voltage variation

inherits this periodicity from the tsunami model we use.Titov et al.(2005) reports periodicities in the

range of 15-60 minutes for the Indian Ocean Tsunami.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Lilley et al.(1986) andMeinen et al.(2002) discuss the use of sea-floor electric field measurements to

monitor the water flow. The measurement of electric fields on sea floor with an array of “electrometers”

(for example the SAFDE project (Luther et al.(1997))) around tectonically active zones may be able to

detect the changes in electric field due to a tsunami. However, “electrometers” need to be deployed in

a favorable location, with sufficient spatial density, to detect tsunamis.

We find that the voltage variation across the stations reaches up to±500 mV, which is clearly a

measurable signal (cf.Fujii and Utada(2000)). Larsen(1991) gives an estimate of 30 mV of error

base for submarine cable voltage measurements across Florida Strait. It is worth to exploit the existing

and retired submarine cable system to detect the voltage variations in places like northern Indian

Ocean, where several tectonically active faults systems exist. A cable across a tectonically active ocean

floor/subduction zone may be able to detect the tsunami-flowsin a large area of ocean. Though this

work focuses on one large tsunami event in the Indian Ocean, the results are important to other parts of

the world as well. Especially, the effect of motional induction can be more prominent in higher latitudes

due to increased amplitudes of the radial component of the geomagnetic main field (Tyler (2005), Figure
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Fig. 2. Results. (a) The range of Southward (Eθ) component. (b) The range of Eastward (Eφ) component. The colored lines show the network of undersea

communication cables in the Indian Ocean region. (c) X-T diagram showing the propagation of the induced electric field along the cable A-B. (d) The

simulated time series of the voltages across the three undersea cables.

1). The existing undersea measurement system, for example in the North Pacific Ocean (Utada et al.

(2003);Fujii and Utada(2000)) may be used to detect the tsunami induced voltage variations.

It is relevant to mention that other than the work byThomson et al.(1995), there is no reported
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measurement of tsunami induced electric fields. Another complication is the extraction of the electric

signals due to tsunami flow from the measured cable data. The biases in the voltages caused by

electrochemical processes at cable-ocean contact (Flosad́ottir et al. (1997)) can add noise to the

measured data. In addition, the electric fields due to external (ionospheric and magnetospheric) sources

or/and motional induction from other types of ocean flow (say, ocean circulation and tides) can also be

present in the cable data (Larsen(1980, 1992)).

However, the instabilities in the cable-ocean contacts canbe minimized by proper selection of contact

locations and high-quality electrodes (Filloux (1987)). An accuracy of 1 mV is readily achievable with

the use of proper electrodes at the cable-ocean contacts (Larsen(1991); Filloux (1987)). The tidal

variation can be estimated and removed by the sophisticatednumerical schemes presently available

(Tyler (2005);Kuvshinov et al.(2006)). Typical periodicities associated with tsunami-related voltage

variations make it possible to separate them from the background noise by comparing with geomagnetic

data that are not influenced by motional induction. The method discussed byLarsen(1997) may be

adopted for this purpose.

Array of bottom pressure sensors with reliable telemetry system are used to detect water movement

in modern tsunami-monitoring systems (Gonźalez et al.(1998)). We show that undersea voltage

measurements can also detect water movement. A drawback of voltage measurements in this context

will be lack of the location information of water movement along the cable. A possible solution will

be to first locate the earthquake epicenter and then analyze the voltage data along the cables near that

location. Considering that submarine cables are availablein almost all the oceans (TeleGeography

(2007)) and the low-cost of voltage measurements across them, their use may be explored for oceans

wherein situmeasurements of bottom pressure is absent or sparse.
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5. SUMMARY

Using shallow water, barotropic tsunami model, along with a3-D EM simulation code, we computed

the electric fields induced by the Dec. 26 Indian Ocean Tsunami. The electric fields have strength

within the range of±10 mV/km, with enhancements along the main flow region and near the coasts

and islands. Tsunami must have induced electric voltages ofthe order of± 500 mV across the existing

submarine cables in the Indian Ocean. Thus, making use of thein-service or retired submarine cables

to measure the electric potential across oceans, it may be possible to detect water movement related to

tsunami.
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